Detecting and interpreting the patterns of change in complex networks may yield insight into their underlying function, emergent properties, and controllability[@b1][@b2]. However, this is a challenging task, since a complete comparison between complex networks has long been known to be computationally intractable[@b3]. Hence, simple heuristics, commonly called network *properties* or network *statistics*, such as the degree distribution, have been used to approximately say whether the structure of networks is similar[@b4]. The most sophisticated statistics are based on graph spectra[@b5][@b6] and small subnetworks including network motifs[@b7] and graphlets[@b8]. However, none of the current methods are sufficient for characterizing the structure and extracting information hidden in the topology of complex networks.

Real-world networks often have few types of nodes with well defined topological characteristics, also called *roles*. For example, the set of driver nodes that can control and move the networks into specific states has been identified and shown to be of low degree[@b1]. Also, world trade networks are proposed to have a core-periphery structure, with some countries (nodes in the network) being at the dense core, forming rich-clubs of trading countries, while others are at the sparsely connected periphery[@b9]. Such node roles are differently correlated in different types of networks[@b9]. Hence, we seek to design a method that will reveal and exploit these phenomena.

We cannot utilize graph spectra to design such a method, since spectra do not provide a direct real-world interpretation of network structure[@b5]. While *network motifs* and their spectra[@b7][@b10] can be used to define node roles, their interpretation is highly dependent on the choice of a network null model, which limits their usability[@b11]. This is because network motifs are defined as small partial subgraphs that are overrepresented in the real network compared to a chosen network null model; a partial subgraph means that once you pick a set of nodes in the large network, you can pick any subset of edges between them. *Graphlets* do not suffer from these drawbacks, can be used to define node roles and to design methods for linking the network structure with real-world function[@b12]. They are defined as small induced subgraphs of a large network that appear at any frequency and hence are independent of a null model (denoted by *G*~0~ to *G*~29~ in [Fig. 1 d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}); an induced subgraph means that once you pick the nodes in the large network, you must pick all the edges between them to form the subgraph. We define and utilize the correlations between graphlets (detailed below) to create a superior network measure that, unlike other simple or complex measures, makes network structure directly interpretable and provides its clear translation into everyday language. As such, our new measure can uncover novel relationships between seemingly unrelated networks from different domains. Furthermore, it can be used to track the dynamics and explain the evolution of any network, which we demonstrate on the world trade network example ([Fig. 1 a-c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Our methodology is universal and can provide insight in all areas of science that use network theory, including biology, medicine, social sciences, and security.

New network statistic: Graphlet Correlation Distance
====================================================

The distributions of graphlet frequencies in networks have been compared in the network statistic called Relative Graphlet Frequency Distribution[@b13]. To increase sensitivity at the same computational cost, *symmetry groups* of nodes within graphlets, called *automorphism orbits* \[For a node *x* of network *G*, the automorphism orbit of *x* is the set of nodes of *G* that can be mapped to *x* by an automorphism, an isomorphism of a network with itself; i.e., a bijection of nodes that preserves node adjacency. Automorphism orbits of graphlets are illustrated as 0 to 72 in [Fig. 1 d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.\], have been used to generalize the degree distribution into the spectrum of 73 Graphlet Degree Distributions that correspond to the 73 orbits for up to 5-node graphlets: the first of these distributions is the familiar degree distribution, the second gives the number of nodes in the network that touch *k* orbits 1 of graphlet *G*~1~ for all values of *k*, etc. for all 73 orbits. Then, Graphlet Degree Distributions of two networks are compared over all orbits in the network statistic called Graphlet Degree Distribution Agreement[@b8]. A related concept is that of the Graphlet Degree Vector of a node that has been used to link wiring around a node with its real-world function[@b12]: it has 73 coordinates, each of which measures the number of times the node is touched by a particular orbit of a graphlet (so the first coordinate is the degree of the node, the second is the number of 3-node paths that it touches at an end node etc.).

We design a superior graphlet-based measure by identifying and eliminating redundancies and exploiting dependencies between orbit counts in a network. For example, if we denote by *C~i~* the *i^th^ graphlet degree* of a node (where *i* ∈ {0, 1, ..., 72}, [Fig. 1 d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which is the number of times the node is touched by orbit *i*[@b8], then if we consider the degree of the node, *C*~0~, we can argue as follows. The neighbours of the node are either connected, or they are not: if they are connected, then they contribute to counts of triangles, *C*~3~, that the node touches; if they are not connected, then they contribute to *C*~2~ for the node, the number of times the node is touched by the middle of a 3-node path (orbit 2 in graphlet *G*~1~, [Fig. 1 d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Since these are the only options for connectedness of neighbours of a node, the number of ways in which *C*~0~ neighbours of the node can be connected, , is equal to the sum of *C*~2~ and *C*~3~ for the node: . Hence, if we know two of *C*~0~, *C*~2~ and *C*~3~, we can derive the third, so one of them is redundant and does not need to be included in graphlet-based statistics. Similarly, we obtain a system of 17 linear equations describing all orbit redundancies (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When we solve it for the 73 orbits, 56 orbits remain non-redundant. There are 15 orbits for up to 4-node graphlets and 11 are non-redundant (red ones in [Fig. 1 d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar redundancies, but in orbits of partial 4-node subgraphs have been reported[@b14].

We identify and exploit the dependencies (correlations) between graphlets as follows. First, we note that there are fewer dependencies between the 11 non-redundant orbits for up to 4-node graphlets than between the 56 non-redundant orbits for up to 5-node graphlets (also see below). Hence, they introduce less noise in the corresponding new network statistic, so we construct a network statistic using the 11 non-redundant orbits for up to 4-node graphlets. However, we contrast it with analogous statistics that include redundant and up to 5-node graphlet orbits as well.

Then, we devise a network statistic based on correlations between various node properties contained in non-redundant orbit counts, over all nodes, as follows. For each node in a network, first we construct its Graphlet Degree Vector consisting of 11 coordinates corresponding to the 11 non-redundant orbits. Then we construct a matrix whose rows are the above described Graphlet Degree Vectors, so the number of rows in the matrix is equal to the number of nodes in the network and it has 11 columns. The existence of correlations between non-redundant orbits over all nodes is exploited for constructing a new network statistic: for a given network *N*~1~, we compute Spearman\'s Correlation coefficients between all pairs of columns of the above described matrix and present them in an 11 × 11 symmetric matrix that we term the *Graphlet Correlation Matrix (GCM)* of network *N*~1~, . In this way, we can summarize the topology of a network of any size into an 11 × 11 symmetric matrix with values in the interval \[−1, 1\] (illustrated in [Supplementary Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Different real and model networks generally have very different orbit dependencies and hence very different GCMs ([Fig. 2 a--d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, in agreement with known properties of scale-free Barabási-Albert (SF-BA) networks[@b15], orbits 0, 2, 5, and 7, which are characteristic to existence of hubs, form a cluster of dependent orbits (as illustrated by their correlation coefficients being close to 1 in [Fig. 2 a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}); also, orbits 10 and 11, which are characteristic to existence of clustering near hubs, form a cluster of dependent (i.e., correlated) orbits; and finally, orbits 1, 4, 6, and 9, characteristic to existence of a large number of degree 1 nodes, are dependent as well. The picture is quite different for geometric random graphs (GEO)[@b16] of the same size, which have Poisson degree distributions and hence the structure not dominated by a large fraction of degree 1 nodes and a small number of hubs ([Fig. 2 b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Uncovering orbit dependencies in real-world networks is much more interesting, since they can reveal currently unknown organisational principles of these networks. Indeed, the world trade network of 2010[@b17] (explained in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) contains two large clusters of dependent orbits, {0, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11} and {4, 6, 9}, while there is no correlation between orbits {4, 6, 9} and orbits {0, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11} ([Fig. 2 c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). We ask what this means and notice that orbits 4, 6 and 9 correspond to *peripheral*, degree 1 nodes that are "hanging" from graphlets *G*~3~, *G*~4~ and *G*~6~ ([Fig. 1 d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), while members of the large cluster of correlated orbits, {0, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11}, correspond to higher degree, either clustered (in a densely linked neighbourhood), or *broker*-type (*mediators* between nodes that are not directly linked) orbits. Since these two clusters are not correlated, we can conclude that countries are either clustered/brokers, or on the periphery of world trade, but not both. Hence, GCM unveils a hidden structure of this network that can be further interpreted qualitatively: through further analysis presented below, we interpret this observation on 49 world trade networks corresponding to trade data from 1962 to 2010. In contrast, the topology of the human metabolic network (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is very different from the topology of world trade networks: the correlations between all orbits are high, indicating that constituent bio-molecules can be at the same time both peripheral and clustered/broker ([Fig. 2 d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition to in-depth examination of network topology that can be qualitatively interpreted, the demonstrated differences in GCMs enable us to define a new measure of distance between topologies of two networks. For networks *N*~1~ and *N*~2~, we define their network *distance* by taking the Euclidean distance of the upper triangle values of and and we term it *Graphlet Correlation Distance (GCD)* between two networks. GCD is clean of redundancies and elegantly encodes much information about local network topology. We demonstrate that it outperforms other measures both on synthetic and real networks and we illustrate its utility on real-world problems (detailed below).

Evaluation on synthetic and real networks
=========================================

To evaluate the performance of GCD for clustering networks of the same type, first we compare its results to those produced by other network statistics on synthetic networks belonging to seven different, commonly used, network models: Erdös-Rènyi random graphs (ER)[@b18], generalized random graphs with the same degree distribution as the data (ER-DD)[@b4], Barabási-Albert scale-free networks (SF-BA)[@b15], scale-free networks that model gene duplications and mutations (SF-GD)[@b19], geometric random graphs (GEO)[@b16], geometric graphs that model gene duplications and mutations (GEO-GD)[@b20], and stickiness-index based networks (STICKY)[@b21]. For each model, we generate 30 networks for each of the following four numbers of nodes and three edge densities that mimic the sizes and densities of real-world networks: 1000, 2000, 4000, and 6000 nodes, and 0.5%, 0.75%, and 1% edge density. Hence, the total number of synthetic networks that we compare using GCD (and other network statistics) is 7 × 4 × 3 × 30 = 2, 520. Once we find GCD distances between all pairs of the 2, 520 networks, to illustrate the grouping (clustering) of these networks produced by GCD (a formal evaluation is presented below), we use the standard method of multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)[@b22] and embed the 2, 520 networks as points into 3-dimensional space so that their GCD distances are preserved as best as possible ([Fig. 2 e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). As illustrated in [Fig. 2 e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, networks belonging to the same model are grouped together in space regardless of size and edge density; model networks of the same size and density are grouped even better ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To illustrate its performance for grouping real networks from the same domain, we compute GCDs between all pairs of 11, 407 real-world networks from five different domains: 733 autonomous networks of routers that form the Internet, Facebook networks of 98 universities, metabolic networks of enzymes of 2, 301 organisms, 8, 226 protein structure networks, and 49 world trade networks corresponding to years 1962 to 2010 (detailed in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As before, GCD-based MDS embedding of the 11, 407 networks shows clear groupings of networks from the same domain ([Fig. 2 f](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). We interpret the grouping and the evolution of the world trade networks later in the text.

We formally evaluate the performance of GCD for clustering networks from the same model or real-world domain and systematically compare it to the performance of six other commonly used, or sensitive and robust network comparison measures (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): degree distribution[@b4], clustering coefficient[@b4], network diameter[@b4], spectral distance[@b5], Relative Graphlet Frequency Distribution[@b13], and Graphlet Degree Distribution Agreement[@b8]. To make the comparison complete and evaluate what is gained by exclusion of redundant orbits or 5-node graphlets, we present comparison of the performance of GCD that includes the 11 non-redundant orbits for up to 4-node graphlets (that we term GCD-11) with the performance of GCD constructed by using the full set of 73 orbits for all up to 5-node graphlets (termed GCD-73). Also, we make comparisons with GCDs constructed from all 15 orbits of up to 4-node graphlets (GCD-15) and from the 56 non-redundant orbits of up to 5-node graphlets (GCD-56): GCD-11 outperforms all measures for comparing networks of similar size and density, which is the most relevant for modelling network data, as models need to mimic sizes and densities of the data (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In particular, one can test how well a distance measure groups networks of the same type by using the standard Precision-Recall curve: for small increments of parameter , if the distance between two networks is smaller than , then the pair of networks is retrieved. For each , precision is the fraction of correctly retrieved pairs (i.e., grouping together two networks from the same model), while recall is the fraction of the correctly retrieved pairs over all correct ones. The Area Under the Precision-Recall curve (AUPR), also called *average precision*, standardly measures the quality of the grouping by a given distance measure. We chose Precision-Recall curve analysis as it is known to be more robust to large numbers of negatives (in our case, negatives would be pairs of networks from different models that are grouped together) than Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis[@b23].

Precision-Recall curves show that GCD-11 is the most precise among all tested measures ([Fig. 3 a--b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Since the closest objects are the first to start forming clusters, we are interested in distance measures that optimize the number of correctly clustered pairs of networks that are at the shortest distance and hence are *retrieved first* by the distance measure[@b24]. Both GCD-11 and GCD-73 exhibit superiority in early retrieval over all other measures (beginning of the curves in [Fig. 3 a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). GCD-11 outperforms GCD-73 in this regard, because it contains fewer orbit dependencies and also has no redundancies, which introduce noise in GCD-73. Hence, GCD-11 is clearly the most sensitive measure for clustering networks. In addition, it is computationally efficient, since it involves counting only up to 4-node graphlets (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Robustness to noise and missing data
====================================

Since real networks are noisy and incomplete, we evaluate the clustering quality of the above distance measures in the presence of noise. To simulate noise, we would like to randomize each of the above described 2, 520 synthetic networks 30 times (detailed below). However, if we were to randomize each of these networks 30 times, evaluating the results on the set of 2, 520 × 30 = 75, 600 networks would be computationally prohibitive. Hence, we use a subset of 280 out of the 2, 520 synthetic networks: for each of the 7 network models, we generate 10 networks for each of the following node sizes and edge densities: 1000 and 2000 nodes, and 0.5% and 1% edge density. We use these node sizes and edge densities because they correspond to networks that are more difficult to cluster than larger networks, so that if we show the methodology to be robust under these stringent conditions, we can be confident that it will be robust on real-world networks as well.

To simulate noise, we randomly rewire up to 90% of edges in the model networks of various sizes and densities described above and show that on these rewired networks, GCD-11 outperforms all other measures with respect to AUPR ([Fig. 3 c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}; numbers on the vertical axis are not the same as those in column 2 of [Fig. 3 b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, since they correspond to the 280 networks described above, while those in [Fig. 3 b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} correspond to the full set of 2, 520 networks). Similarly, it outperforms other measures on networks with missing data, which we simulate by randomly removing up to 90% of edges from model networks ([Supplementary Fig. S7 a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since many real networks are both noisy and incomplete[@b25][@b26], we ask how robust the measures are to missing edges in the presence of noise in the data. To answer that, we first randomly rewire 40% of edges in model networks to simulate noise and then randomly remove a percentage of edges to simulate missing data in the noisy networks. Again, GCD-11 outperforms all other measures even for networks with 40% of random noise that are missing up to 80% of edges at random ([Fig. 3 d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

Furthermore, a surprising speed up in computational time can be obtained without loss in the clustering quality: by taking Graphlet Degree Vectors of as few as 30% of randomly chosen nodes in a model network to form GCM-11 (instead of taking Graphlet Degree Vectors of all nodes in the network), AUPR of GCD-11 only slightly decreases compared to when all nodes are used, and also it outperforms all other measures ([Supplementary Fig. S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, for noisy and incomplete networks described above, the clustering obtained by GCD-11 not only outperforms those obtained by all other measures, but also it does not deteriorate even if we randomly sample as few as 30% of Graphlet Degree Vectors to form GCD-11 ([Fig. 3 e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

These tests demonstrate robustness to noise and missing data and superiority of GCD-11 over other measures on a wide array of different network topologies, sizes and edge densities. The results improve further if we consider only networks of the same size and density ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

World trade and other real network examples
===========================================

Since GCM-11 is fast to compute and superior to other measures for clustering diverse networks even in the presence of large amounts of noise, we apply it to real networks in several domains.

Modelling networks from five domains
------------------------------------

We use GCD-11 as a distance measure to evaluate the fit of network models to the above described 11, 407 real-world networks from five different domains. We use the state-of-the art non-parametric test to evaluate the fit[@b27][@b28] ([Supplementary Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Surprisingly, we find that networks from very different domains, Facebook, metabolic, and protein structure, are all best modelled by three network models: geometric random graphs (GEO), geometric graphs that mimic gene duplications and mutations (GEO-GD), and scale-free networks that also mimic gene duplications and mutations (SF-GD). While it is not difficult to explain why biological networks are the best fit by networks that model evolutionary processes, it may be surprising that Facebook networks seem to be organized by the same principles. A possible explanation is that Facebook grows as follows: when a person joins Facebook, he/she links to a group of his/her friends, which mimics a gene duplication, but he/she hardly ever has exactly the same friends as another person, which mimics the evolutionary process of divergence, or mutation. The fit of GEO to both Facebook and biological networks is perhaps more straightforward to explain, since all biological entities are subject to spatial constraints[@b20].

Crises and the topology of the world trade network
--------------------------------------------------

To gain insight into the relationship between economic crises and the world trade network (WTN), we apply GCD-11 to examine the dynamic changes of the WTN from year 1962 to 2010. We ask if rewiring of the WTN happens during crises and seek potential causes for the rewiring, or impacts of the rewiring. In particular, we test for correlations between time series of crude oil price changes and the topological changes in the WTN obtained by GCD-11. We shift these time series by up to 3 years forward and backward in time to see whether the change of WTN follows the change of oil price or vice versa and in what time interval. We test for all year shifts in {−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3} and report only statistically significant correlations (p-value ≤ 0.05) by using Spearman\'s correlation coefficients, which take into account the size of the change, and Phi correlation coefficients, which detect upward or downward trends only. Also, to cope with yearly data variability, we test the above correlations by grouping years in blocks of size 1, 2, and 3 years and report only statistically significant correlations (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): for example, for changes in oil price in block sizes of 2 years for year 1990, we group year 1990 with the previous year, 1989, and find the average of the absolute values of the differences in oil prices between these two years and the two years that follow 1990, i.e., 1991 and 1992 \[that is, \].

We find that changes in crude oil price are correlated with changes in WTN topology and that they affect the WTN one and two years later ([Fig. 4 a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Since WTN consists of trades in many commodities, different commodities are affected differently by the oil price ([Supplementary Fig. S9 and Fig. S10](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with the strongest and immediate effect (in the same year in which oil price changes) being on the trade of "Food and Live Animals" ([Supplementary Fig. S10 a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This may be explained by agriculture needing oil, as well as by increase in demand for bio-fuels as oil price increases[@b29]. We further confirm this by observing that the correlation between oil price and the structure of the network of trade in "Food and Live Animals" increases over time, as agriculture becomes more oil dependent: Phi correlation coefficient rises from 0.31 in years 1962 to 1986, to 0.51 in years 1986 to 2007.

We ask if we can get similar results by using network similarity measures other than GCD-11. To that end, we seek for correlations between changes in crude oil price and changes in WTN structure measured by each of the above described network similarity measures: degree distribution, clustering coefficient, network diameter, spectral distance, RGFD, and GDDA. The only relevant result is that GDDA uncovers a potentially interesting, but hard to explain correlation: a change in WTN structure (as reported by GDDA) is followed by a change in crude oil price 3 years later. Explaining this observation is a subject of future research. All other network similarity measures produce irrelevant correlations, such as "Beverage and Tobacco" trade network changes (observed by RGFD) correlating with changes in oil price two years later. The list of all correlations found by each of the similarity measures is available in the [Supplementary Data](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We recall our previous observation about a country in the WTN being either peripheral or clustered/broker, but not both, and offer a qualitative explanation. In particular, we use the standard method of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)[@b30] to correlate economic indicators of the development of a country[@b31][@b32] with its graphlet-based position in the WTN (see below). Interestingly, the indicators of economic wealth (e.g., gross domestic product, level of employment, consumption share of purchasing power parity; described in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) strongly correlate with a country being in a brokerage relationship (i.e., a mediator between unconnected countries), or within a cluster of densely connected countries, while the indicators of economic poverty (e.g., current account balance) correlate with a country being peripheral in the network, i.e., linked only to one other country by a trade relationship ([Fig. 4 b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Since a country is either peripheral or clustered/broker, this may indicate that one of the factors that contribute to the wealth of a country could be its brokerage/clustered position in the WTN.

To evaluate if the above result linking GDP to a country\'s wiring in the WTN can be obtained by simpler, non-graphlet-based, previously used measures of node wiring, such as node degree, clustering coefficient, and betweenness centrality[@b33][@b34][@b35], we compute the Pearson\'s correlation coefficients (PCCs) between the GDPs of countries and each of these node statistics. To assess the quality of the CCA analysis described above, we measure the PCC between GDP and the graphlet degree of orbit 58, since it has the largest coefficient reported by CCA that links it to GDP. We demonstrate superiority of our method over others, since we find that orbit 58 outperforms all other statistics, achieving with GDP the PCC of 0.869, followed by betweenness centrality achieving PCC of 0.816, node degree (i.e., orbit 0) achieving PCC of 0.690, and clustering coefficient achieving PCC of −0.136. This demonstrates that our graphlet-based method finds more refined topological features than previously used methods[@b33][@b34][@b35] and that even betweenness centrality gives a more coarse-grained insight in to the function of WTN.

To quantify the strength of the brokerage position of a country in the WTN of each year, we define the *brokerage score* of the country in a particular year as the weighted linear combination of broker graphlet degrees (i.e., *C*~23~, *C*~33~, *C*~44~, and *C*~58~) using the coefficients obtained from CCA. Similarly, we quantify how *peripheral* a country is in the WTN of a particular year by using *C*~15~, *C*~18~, and *C*~27~. Since we have demonstrated above that a country is either a broker or peripheral in each year, these brokerage and peripheral scores enable us to track changes in the position of a country in the WTN over years. We analyse if the changes in brokerage and peripheral scores of a country over years coincide with economic crises and other events impacting the economy of the country.

Indeed, we find that during 1980s, brokerage scores of the world\'s highest brokers fall ([Fig. 4 c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), for which we find support in the economics literature. For example, in the USA during the first Reagan administration, a mix of monetary policy and loose budgets sky-rocketed the dollar and sent international balances in the wrong direction. The merchandise trade deficit rose above \$100 billion in 1984 and remained there throughout the decade. The ratio of the USA imports to exports during the eighties peaked at 1.64, a disproportion not seen since the War between the States. Such a drop in the export power of the USA, and thus the change of its position in the trade network (drop of its brokerage score in the WTN, black line in [Fig. 4 c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), had no precedent in modern USA history[@b36]. Another example is that of Great Britain. There is a huge drop in its brokerage score as it loses the Empire in the 1960s, seeing a small improvement in 1973 when the Conservative Prime Minister, Edward Heath, led it into the European Union (EU). However, the downward trend induced by the dissolution of the colonial superpower has continued[@b37]. In contrast, the reunification of Germany transformed it from being in the shadow of the Second World War a peripheral economy of Western Europe, with most of the decisions in Europe having been made by France and the UK, to being the central economy of Europe[@b38]. Among the countries of the former Eastern Bloc, USSR has been the most dominant broker, with both Russia and Poland sharply gaining in brokerage scores after the fall of communism ([Fig. 4 d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}; y-axis is in logarithmic scale).

Similarly, peripheral scores ([Fig. 4 e](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) are consistent with economic reality. China\'s peripheral score dropped sharply in the early 1970s, which coincides with President Nixon\'s international legitimization of China[@b39]. This was a turning point that changed China\'s closed economy to one deeply integrated with global financial markets[@b40], as evident not only by its fallen peripheral score ([Fig. 4 e](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), but also by its increased brokerage score that has surpassed that of the USA in 2009 ([Fig. 4 c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, raising peripheral scores of Argentina, Cyprus and Greece coincide with their recent economic crises. By year 2001, poor management in great part led to Argentina\'s real GDP shrinkage, unemployment sky-rocketed, and the international trade plunged, so Argentina turned into a peripheral economy[@b41]. Less than a decade later, Cyprus and Greece went the "South American way:" the similarities, starting with the fixed exchange regime followed by the bank runs, were striking[@b42].

Interestingly, accession of countries into the EU makes them more peripheral in the WTN, as evident by increases in their peripheral scores before and after accession ([Fig. 4 f](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Even though all trade within the EU is exempt from import taxes, at the time of accession new members are required to leave other advantageous free trade associations (e.g., BAFTA, CEFTA, CISFTA, EFTA). The fact that a country has to leave free trade agreements with other non-EU member countries leads to the destruction of trade connections while the positive effects of EU accession on trade need time to materialize. In other words, since trade connections are easy to break, but much more difficult to build, EU accession increases the peripheral score of a country and whether and when the country will recover remains an open question.

We assess if similar can be observed by other node measures previously applied to WTNs, such as betweenness and closeness centralities[@b35], and find that it cannot. In particular, we plot betweenness centrality of a country over years (and also its betweenness peripherality, that we define by subtracting from 1 the value of its betweenness centrality) and find that we cannot detect the events that can be detected by our brokerage and peripheral scores described above, such as the drop of export power of the USA, or the fall of Argentina, Cyprus and Greece (see [Supplementary Fig. S11 a and b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, closeness centrality and peripherality (defined analogous to betweenness peripherality described above) can also not detect these events ([Supplementary Fig. S11 c and d](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Final remarks on GCD
====================

We have shown that by exploiting correlations between node characteristics in a network (e.g., broker/clustered and peripheral nodes in the world trade network), we can sensitively and robustly uncover the network type and track network dynamics. This is possible because real-world networks generally have few types of nodes with well defined characteristics and because the node characteristics are differently correlated in different types of networks. We have uncovered some of the node characteristics, in particular broker/clustered and peripheral ones in the world trade network, that are amenable to economic interpretation. In particular, during a crisis, a country becomes more peripheral and less of a broker in the WTN than in economically stable periods. Accession of a country to the EU has a similar effect. The methodology promises to deliver insight in many other areas; for example, it can help detect online or telephone-based terrorist activities, because it can robustly and sensitively typify a newly formed network by identifying the most similar known network group.
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![Illustrations of subnetworks of the world trade networks.\
(a) 1962, (b) 1991, and (c) 2010.Node colors correspond to the continents: orange for Europe, green for Asia, blue for America. The node size corresponds to the GDP of the country. The edge thickness corresponds to the volume of the trade between the countries. (d) The thirty 2- to 5-node graphlets *G*~0~, *G*~1~, *G*~2~, ..., *G*~29~. In each graphlet, nodes belonging to the same automorphism orbit are of the same shade. The 73 automorphism orbits of the 30 graphlets are labelled from 0 to 72[@b8]. Some orbits are redundant (their counts in a network can be derived from the counts of other orbits); the 11 red orbits illustrate the non-redundant ones for up to 4-node graphlets -- there are several ways to choose non-redundant orbits, but that choice does not impact further analysis.](srep04547-f1){#f1}

![Illustrations of GCMs.\
(a) a scale-free Barabàsi-Albert (SF-BA) network with 500 nodes and 1% edge-density; (b) a geometric random network (GEO) of the same size and density as network in (a); (c) the world trade network of 2010; and (d) the human metabolic network. Note that for SF-BA, GEO and metabolic networks, all the orbit correlations are statistically significant (p-values ≤ 0.05). This is not the case in the world trade network, where some correlations involving orbits 4 and 9 (the green cells in the GCM) have larger p-values. Illustrations of Graphlet Correlation Distance-based clustering of: (e) the 2,520 networks of various sizes and densities from 7 different random graph models: ER (red), ER-DD (green), GEO (blue), GEO-GD (yellow), SF-BA (light blue), SF-GD (purple), STICKY (black); (f) 11,407 real-world networks from 5 different domains: autonomous systems (red), Facebook (blue), metabolic networks (green), protein structure networks (light blue), and world trade networks (purple).](srep04547-f2){#f2}

![Quality of clustering the 2,520 model networks using eight network distance measures (color coded and listed in the top panel).\
RGFD denotes Relative Graphlet Frequency Distribution and GDDA denotes Graphlet Degree Distribution Agreement. Error bars in panels (c) to (e) are one standard deviation above and below the mean. (a) Precision-Recall curves. (b) For each distance measure (the first column), the Area Under the Precision-Recall curve (AUPR, second column) achieved by a distance measure. (c) AUPR for different percentages of noise (randomly rewired edges, horizontal axis) in model networks (in 10% increments). (d) For "noisy" model networks, with 40% of edges randomly rewired, AUPR when *x*% of edges (horizontal axis) are kept in the network and 100 -- *x*% are randomly removed (in 10% increments). (e) For "noisy" model networks, with 40% of edges randomly rewired, AUPR when a percentage of randomly sampled nodes (horizontal axis) is used to construct a distance measure; e.g., we obtain Graphlet Degree Distributions for *x*% of randomly chosen nodes to make up GCM-11 of the network and this is done for all networks before GCD-11 is computed between all pairs of networks.](srep04547-f3){#f3}

![Results of world trade network analysis.\
(a) Correlation of changes in crude oil price and changes in the structure of WTN, with the block size of two years and a two year shift; the Spearman correlation coefficient is 0.414 with the p-value of 0.005. (b) CCA correlations between economic attributes on the left (described in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and graphlet degrees on the right; the middle bar is color-coded value of correlation. (c) Brokerage scores of the United States (USA), China (CHN), Germany (DEU), France (FRA), and the United Kingdom (GBR) from 1962 to 2010. (d) Brokerage scores of the Eastern Bloc from 1962 to 2010: the Soviet Union until 1991 replaced by Russia afterwards (RUS), Poland (POL), Eastern Germany (DDR), Romania (ROM), Bulgaria (BUL), Czechoslovakia until 1991 replaced by the sum of Czech Republic and Slovakia afterwards (CSK), and Hungary (HUN). (e) Peripheral scores of Argentina (ARG), China (CHN), Cyprus (CYP), and Greece (GRC) from 1962 to 2010. (f) Peripheral scores of countries that joined EU in 2004 and show an increase in their peripheral scores right before and after joining the EU: Slovenia (SVN), Cyprus (CYP), Czech Republic (CZE), Poland (POL), Estonia (EST), Latvia (LVA), and Lithuania (LTU).](srep04547-f4){#f4}
